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NOTES:
1) Elevate noted in School D topo map show property corner elevates 30'.
   Unable to recover S.W. property corner, therefore assumed same as back of
   sidewalk adjacent to chain link fence line. S.W. corner of property
   in.
   County of Denver ull "n admiss. 3.55' from elevates n

2) Chalks of bear "n M.O.W. S.40 Ave. assumed to be at an East-West bear"

3) Utilities shown herein are located from apparent surface evidence and from utility maps
   "n. This is the best "n and of the time of the survey and may or may not be accurate.

THE TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY PERFORMED OCTOBER 14TH IS NOT A BOUNDARY
BUT WAS PERFORMED SOLELY TO LOCATE TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES &
STRUCTURES WITHIN THE SITE AREA.

TO THE BEST OF MY PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE & BELIEF, THIS SURVEY
CORRECTLY SHOWS ALL TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURES & APPARENT STRUCTURES
WITHIN THE SITE AREA.

DIANE M. KELLY
PLS 525951
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KELLY SURVEYING ASSOCIATES, INC.
DBA BENCHMARK SURVEYING ASSOCIATES, INC.
12150 EAST BRADFORD, SUITE 202
ENGLEWOOD, CO. 80112/ (303)792-5257

MARRAMA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Notes
1. Stockpile all existing squeegee
2. Retain all Trees on site